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ABSTRACT

Memory, History and Narratives of Conflict: Partitions, India and Ireland
In this presentation I look at the partitions of India and Ireland in the framework of
connected histories and the interface of memory and history. The wider context is of course
the division of the two countries by the retreating imperial power. Within that I explore the
continuing presence of partition in the societies of India and Ireland in the form of civil
conflict, sectarian and communal. Memory complicates the issue here, given the ways it
intertwines with history, creating a burden somewhere, lifting the veil elsewhere. The
paper will examine memory and “memory work” which gathers testimonies, but not only to
collect, preserve and archive. Drawing on the reconciliation initiatives in South Africa and
the mega Holocaust memorial projects, commemoration projects and community based
oral history groups in Ireland and oral history archival initiatives in India are giving a new
meaning to memory work, orienting it to showing a way out of trauma, to bring a closure.
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